How We 10x A Settlement for A Miami Homeowner
Some Quick Stats:

The Problem:
In December of 2018, the Cleare’s experienced extensive damage in their kitchen
as a result of a failure within their plumbing system.
The water that escaped from the broken pipe caused damage to their cabinets,
flooring & baseboards. After deciding what to do, they had no other choice but to
alert the insurance company of loss.

Insurance Company Adjustment
After the insurance company came to inspect the loss, they released a payment in
the amount of $3,296 which was a far cry away from what I would it actually take
to repair the Cleare’s kitchen.

Below are some of the damages

How Banhan & Mason Helped
After being outraged by the low offer, the Cleare’s hired Banhan & Mason to
represent them on their claim & obtain the funds needed to repair their home.
Once hired we did the following:

• Inspected the home & damages
• Reviewed the insured’s policy
• Drafted an estimate
After reviewing the claim & findings, we decided that arbitration would be the
best route of resolving this claim.
37 days later, we were awarded a settlement in the amount of $32,896 which was
enough to take care of the extensive damage caused by the water in the Cleare’s
home.

What our client had to say
“Banhan & Mason did a great job in helping me with my homeowners claim!
Seeing the damage to my kitchen everyday stressed me a lot. Without them, I had
no idea how I was going to afford to fix my kitchen. Thanks to Banhan & Mason,
this is something I don’t have to worry about anymore!”
-J Cleare.

Have a claim you were underpaid on? Contact us today to see if we can help you
recover more money like we did for the Cleare’s residents!

Phone: 954-406-2772
Email: Cameron@banhanmason.com
Web: Banhanmason.com

